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M U R D E R  M Y S T E R Y  G A M E

W h o  m u r d e r e d  A u n t i e  J o ?

“The Uninvited Guest”



InformatIon mUrDEr mYStErY GamE “tHE UnInVItED GUESt”

•	 Murder mystery game for 8 to 250 people. 
•	 Guided by our game hosts or self-guided using an online e-presentation. 
•	 All participants can act out a character. 
•	 Participants perform the script and “act” themselves. 
•	 Dressing up in the style of the character is possible but not mandatory. 
•	 Total duration: on average three to three and a half hours. 
•	 English spoken, also available in Dutch/Flemish.
•	 Arrangements available throughout the netherlands and Belgium. 
•	 Also available at a self-chosen or own location. 
•	 Can be combined with dinner or optionally lunch.

Versatile murder mystery Game
Murder mystery game “the Uninvited Guest” is an entertaining, interactive, and 
affordable activity for your next corporate outing, stag party, or other festive 
occasion. Step into the shoes of one of the colourful characters and try to uncover 
who murdered auntie Jo!

Duration
Depending on the pace of the game and dining, the arrangements take an average 
of about three to three and a half hours. This includes breaks and dinner courses.

the story
This comical murder mystery is based on the posh setting of media tycoon John 
Donkervoort. During his sixtieth birthday celebration, housekeeper Auntie Jo 
barges in uninvited and completely intoxicated, threatening to reveal family secrets. 
An hour later, she is found dead, strangled to be precise. Which of the ten excentric 
characters is responsible? Take on the role of one of the suspects and try to uncover 
the culprit. Or perhaps it’s you!

Humour and suspense for adults
In addition to excitement and suspense, Murder Mystery Game “The Uninvited 
Guest” contains a good dose of entertainment and humour. Never explicit or vulgar 
but intended for adults. We recommend a minimum age of 16.

Game Guidance
Murder Mystery Game “The Uninvited Guest” can be presented by game hosts from 
Dinerspel.nl. They facilitate the game but are not actors or comedians. The group’s 
willingness to actively participate is always essential for the game’s success.



online e-presentation
In the case of small groups, low budgets, or fully booked dates, you can also opt for 
an online e-presentation. This allows you to easily lead the game yourself while 
still participating. This requires some preparation but is also easy and fun to do. The 
per-person price for the game with online e-presentation is also significantly lower 
than that of the presented version.

Introduction, three game rounds, and finale
Murder Mystery Game “The Uninvited Guest” consists of an introduction, three 
game rounds, the revelation, and a thrilling finale. During play, all aspects of a 
real murder investigation are covered: motives, alibis, clues, and evidence.

Who is the culprit?
In Murder Mystery Game “The Uninvited Guest,” it has been chosen to keep the 
identity of the perpetrator secret until the end for all players. So even the players 
portraying the role of the culprit do not know the details and can actively 
participate in the investigation.

always played centrally
Murder Mystery Game “The Uninvited Guest” is always played centrally with all 
participants. Even with larger groups, the story is visually and audibly portrayed for 
everyone, and all players are involved in the game. The group is never divided into 
“islands.”

Game booklets
All participants receive an ingenious game booklet containing scratch cards and 
the script. This is portrayed verbatim like in a real detective story. Improvisation or 
withholding information would only lead to confusion. The story and the details are 
therefore fixed and cannot be changed or adjusted.

On the scratch cards, players can indicate each round which suspect they believe is 
the most likely culprit. This provides additional clues. The players who guessed 
correctly in the most rounds are the winners of the game.

audio script
In addition to the game booklets, a large part of the story is presented through an 
audio script. Think of a modern radio play: voice-overs, characters, music, and 
sound effects come out of the speakers. In addition to the introduction and 
revelation, you’ll also hear the greatest hits of the suspects. With a bit of luck, we’ll 
end with a musical and swinging finale!
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Costume optional
Players who enjoy it can dress up in the style of their character. This is not 
mandatory but it is part of the principle of a murder mystery game. Players who 
want to dress up should provide their own clothing and any accessories. The 
organizer can also provide these.

Digital invitation for all players
As the organizer of Murder Mystery Game “The Uninvited Guest,” you can also play 
casting director. Upon booking, you’ll receive special invitations with detailed 
descriptions of the characters and costume tips. If you assign everyone a role a 
few days in advance and send such an invitation, it could turn into an incredibly 
funny costume party. Unique photo opportunities guaranteed!

Dinner game, so with dinner
The game rounds are interspersed with dinner courses, usually an appetizer, main 
course, and dessert. You discuss the culinary part of the game directly with the 
venue. The game host tries to coordinate the game rounds and dinner courses as 
seamlessly as possible in consultation with the venue. For online e-presentation, 
you’ll receive instructions and do it yourself.

Dietary requirements can usually be accommodated. Murder Mystery Game “The 
Uninvited Guest” can also be combined with lunch by arrangement. The menus and 
prices on our websites are examples and may vary.

Private Space
If you book at one of the locations affiliated with Dinerspel.nl, Murder Mystery Game 
“The Uninvited Guest” takes place in a room or space reserved specifically for your 
group. If you play the game in a self-booked location, it’s important to ensure that 
you have your own space.

Questions
Do you have any questions? Feel free to contact us: sales@dinerspel.nl or 
+31 (0)30-6771444 (weekdays from 10 am to 5 pm).
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InstructIon 7:  
After this last round you can enter who you think is the murderer.

thIrd round:

o Blanche noble because she knew about Warren’s love for the  
 Quitquat and for Flapjacks and she could lay her hands on the  
 snoozapam. 

o Jessica Baldwin  because she too could get to the snoozapam and  
 had to regularly get Flapjacks for Warren.

o timothy noble, because as an artist he could copy a Quitquat. 

o Moyana, because the incense stick was literally and figuratively a  
 smoke screen.

o nelson Bulley, because he did not search Warren but has put the  
 snoozapam in Warren’s pocket. 

o harry Morrison because he stole the snoozapam out of Warren’s  
 bedside table.

08-11-1954 12-06-2016

The bird has flown ...
Quite unexpectedly, our dear husband, father, brother and uncle 
decided to spread his wings to make his last flight. 

Warren Nobel 
Banker and birdwatcher, but he preferred to say ornithologist.

  Hampstead:  Blanche Noble

    Timothy Noble

  Highgate:  Adrian Noble

    Lidia Noble

    Harry Noble

    Lara Noble

  Clapham:  Gaby Belfort

    Henry Belfort

    Arnold Belfort

  Ilford:  Laurens Noble

  Swansea:  Mary Noble

Warren is laid out at home, where no visitors.

The cremation will take place June 16th at 1 p.m. in Crematorium The 
White Light in Swanley. After the ceremony there is coffee with 
flapjacks and the opportunity for condolence.

Instead of flowers, please send a gift to the Save the Quitquat Foundation.

FIrst round:

Who has the strongest motive and therefore killed Warren?

o Blanche noble Murder after 27 years of marriage?

o Jessica Baldwin The father of her unborn child?

o timothy noble Moyana believes in her own nonsense.

o Moyana Moyana is guilty, but not with murder.

o nelson Bulley nelson is diabetic.

o harry Morrison A lawyer who can bank?

second round:

the murderer is:

o Blanche noble does a sleeping aid work so fast?

o Jessica Baldwin Warren was already poisoned when she found him.

o timothy noble Which text message?

o Moyana Warren was already dead when she found him.

o nelson Bulley nelson does not lie but also has not told the full story.

o harry Morrison Maybe he was just pleasantly surprised?

thIrd round:

o Blanche noble Blanche was still with Harry when the murder was committed. 
 
o Jessica Baldwin Warren never slept with Jessica.

o timothy noble Blanche knew nothing about the Quitquat.

o Moyana But it proves nothing new.

o nelson Bulley Fortunately, nelson wore gloves.

o harry Morrison Very unlikely

Who dId It?

the unfortunate Banker

InstructIon 8: 
But who really did it according to you?  
Fill in again and then all together read the murderer’s confession.
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scratch card

o Blanche noble

o Moyana

o Jessica Baldwin

o nelson Bulley

o timothy noble

o harry Morrison

the unfortunate

Murder Mystery Game
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